MANIFESTO

I, Prem Agrawal(160020050), if elected as the Fine Arts and Photography secretary of hostel 9, propose to do the following:

INITIATIVES

- Will make a photo wall with different sections like as festivals, GCs, Valfis, etc
- Will keep record of each FA item present or brought in future
- Will try to make a painting wall with random art
- Will release a permanent google drive link that will contain all photos in well arranged and categorized way

INTRAS AND WORKSHOP

- Will try to publicize every FA event so that each interested student will get to know and to increase participation
- Will try to increase participation in institute level workshops and provide material if required and possible latter on to student for further continuation of their interest

GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIP

- Will capture photos of cultural and sports GCs and share
- Will convince students to participate and help if required at any point in GC related matters

MISCELLANEOUS

- As a council member, I will give my full cooperation to the hostel council and will coordinate with all other secretary to make the hostel PAF and VALFIs a success
- Coordinate with Institute PFA secretary and also with PFA secretary of other hostels

CREDENTIALS

- Organizer in TechFest 2016.